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How do I pair checkered shirts
with ties without looking like a
geek?
Will wearing 2 pairs of socks
prevent running blisters?
Are boot camp workouts
effective?

Send your burning questions to
us now!

MH Runners – Men’s Health
Urbanathlon Preview Part 2
We continue our preview of the
Urbanathlon race route on
December 17, 2011 (Sat) at
1600hrs. Email
mh.runners@gmail.com to sign up
for this run!
Run Your First Marathon
Train up for your first marathon with
our guide to conquering the 42. It
features training tips, nutrition
advice and even race-day
preparations as shared by our
experts.

Don't get yourself in a tangle, avoid the mess with these cool wireless devices.

1. APPLE IPAD 2
What’s not to love about this baby? Apple’s second iteration of the iPad is thinner, faster and lighter. Back is its intuitive multi-touch display.
Plus it now boasts front and rear cameras, as well as a faster dual-core A5 chip. It comes with iOS 4.3, offering a suite of important new
features and improvements. Then there’s the iPad Smart Cover, which puts your gadget on sleep mode and wakes it up when you open the
flap. It also forms a stand for typing.
HOW MUCH From $499 (Smart Cover sold separately)
WHERE At all authorised Apple dealers and major electronics stores.

2. VEHO VSS-006 360 BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
This pint-sized marvel simply blew us away. Its looks certainly deceive, for it delivers big sound; music streamed through the speaker has
crisp treble and rich bass. The VSS-006 is compatible with all wireless Bluetooth devices. For non-Bluetooth tools, there’s a line-in port and
cable. Power comes from a built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery that’s good for four hours of continuous playback. Ideal for travel, it
stows away easily and has a signal range of up to 15m.
HOW MUCH $79
WHERE At authorised Veho dealers (www.boiatrade.com)

3. CREATIVE WP-250 HEADPHONES
This affordable set is lightweight, yet delivers great sound quality. Designed to stream high-quality music and voice calls from your
smartphone, they work just as well with your iPod or any Bluetooth device. The in-ear buds and behind-the-neck design are perfect for
listening to music during a run. Its “invisible microphone” with noise suppression allows for clear audio even when there’s a din in the
background.
HOW MUCH $79
WHERE At Creative stores and authorised dealers from September

4. VEHO MIMI 002 WIRELESS KEYBOARD AND AIR MOUSE
This one’s a curiosity but tech geeks will love it. Combining both an 80- key mini-keyboard and a wireless mouse, the Veho Mimi 002 lets
you play PC games and type e-mails wirelessly. Those with fat fingers might beg to differ – the tiny keys need getting used to, and fast
typing requires some dexterity. Nonetheless, it features a full Qwerty keyboard and 3-D motion sensor – all in a package that fits into your
hands. Set up is a breeze – no driver or software is needed. Just plug the bundled dongle into your computer and you’re all set to go.
More
Her Say: Office Buaya? Don't Be
Your protege is young, smart – and
a babe. But hitting on her may be
one of the worst moves of your
career, says our female writer.
Her Say: Perfect Pairings
Perfect partners do exist. To find
them, you just have to be willing to
take a chance, says our female
writer.
Her Say: Guys, Stop Nagging
Already!
Women aren't the only one who nag
and bitch, says our female writer.
Men can be just as guilty!

HOW MUCH $179
WHERE At authorised Veho dealers

5. CISCO LINKSYS E4200 WIRELESS ROUTER
This gadget is a good looker: It won the Red Dot Design award 2011. The E4200 offers true dual-band (2.4 and 5 Ghz) transfer speed of up
to 450Mbps for seamless streaming of highdefi nition video, music and gaming wirelessly around the house. The additional
bandwidth is handy for reducing interference and maximising throughput. It works great with the latest entertainment devices like Internet
TVs, iPads and game consoles. Setting it up is easy, too. Our only grouse: The hefty power adapter.
HOW MUCH $279
WHERE At all major electronics stores
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(Comments may take up to 15minutes to appear)
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No comment has been posted yet!
Have marathons become too
crowded?
Yes. I signed up to run, not to
join a giant mass-walk.

Your name: *

No, I draw motivation from the
thousands running all around
me!

E-mail: *

I think the turn-out is just right. I
love elbows in my face!

No related articles found! There might be no tags
assigned.

LEAVE A COMMENT

The content of this field is kept private and will not be shown publicly.

Comment: *

Allowed HTML tags: <em> <strong> <cite> <code> <ul> <ol> <li> <dl> <dt> <dd>

More information about formatting options
CAPTCHA
This question is for testing whether you are a human visitor
and to prevent automated spam submissions.
Math Question: *
2+1=
Solve this simple math problem and enter the result. E.g. for 1+3,
enter 4.

ASK MEN'S HEALTH
Can I be sued for my online actions?
How can I push myself further when I'm
struggling on that last chin-up??
What should I do with oily skin?
What exactly is a brain aneurysm?
I've seen guys running backwards. What's up
with that?
Will I have to choose between my jealous
girlfriend and my gal pals?
What sunscreen should I be using?
What styling products can I use for my oily
scalp ?

SPONSORED LINKS
2011's Top Grooming Products For Men
Tried and tested - the top 30 grooming products for men to look, smell and feel great.

Take The MH Fit Test
How fit are you? Take the MH Fit test and see how you fare against these top athletes!

What Women Want You To Know About Women
Female celebrities and personalities tell us the secrets to impressing women

Free Workout Downloads!
Download your favourite workout plans for easy reference at the gym or at home!

The Best Exercises Ever Invented
From your abs to your arms to you legs, these are the best exercises for the perfect bod

The Best Grooming Products of 2010
From the best products for your face to the best body lotions, shavers and more
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